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Abstract

We present an end-to-end deep Convolutional Neural

Network called Convolutional Relational Machine (CRM)

for recognizing group activities that utilizes the information

in spatial relations between individual persons in image or

video. It learns to produce an intermediate spatial repre-

sentation (activity map) based on individual and group ac-

tivities. A multi-stage refinement component is responsible

for decreasing the incorrect predictions in the activity map.

Finally, an aggregation component uses the refined infor-

mation to recognize group activities. Experimental results

demonstrate the constructive contribution of the informa-

tion extracted and represented in the form of the activity

map. CRM shows advantages over state-of-the-art models

on Volleyball and Collective Activity datasets.

1. Introduction

Human activities can be categorized into two types: ei-

ther individual actions involving a single person e.g., Run-

ning/Jumping, or group activities involving multiple hu-

mans e.g., Talking/Queuing. Recognizing group activity re-

quires understanding individual actions as well as the joint

modeling of the group of individuals. It is important in ap-

plications like sports video analysis, surveillance, and even

social robots that need to operate in a socially-aware manner

around humans (e.g., not crossing two individuals talking to

each other). In this work, we propose to classify the group

activity given single or few consecutive images of a scene.

We do not explicitly detect nor track any individual.

There are multiple sources of information that can be

helpful in recognizing activities. One source is the appear-

ance features of individuals. Many activities are recogniz-

able by knowing how the persons look like. Temporal infor-
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Figure 1. Group activity recognition using the proposed spatial

representation (activity map). Our model learns to encode spatial

relations in the form of the activity map and uses it to recognize

the group activity (“Right Spike” in this example). Different indi-

vidual and group activity fields are shown with different colors.

mation between consecutive frames of a video also plays an

important role in understanding complex activities. Another

recently explored source of information in reasoning over

group activities is the relationships between individuals in

a scene. Some of the existing approaches use various pool-

ing strategies to extract a part of relational cues [2, 20, 13].

In [12], a more complex approach is used to extract rela-

tional information from the neighbouring individuals. Yet,

existing methods are not fully exploiting all the available

information to model spatial relationships between persons.

One may expect a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to

extract these relations. Our experiments show that it is very

difficult for a CNN to learn high-level relationships. Hence,

we introduce a mechanism to jointly consider the relation-

ships between individuals.

In this paper, we propose a Convolutional Neural Net-

work model for group activity recognition, referred to as

Convolutional Relational Machine (CRM), where we intro-

duce an intermediate activity-based representation – an ac-

tivity map– as a means of extracting the spatial relations be-
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tween activities of persons. Along with this representation

scheme, we train our architecture with a multi-stage method

similar to [27]. Our method generates an initial activity map

from the input image or video and then refines it through

few steps. The refined activity map is combined with the

image or video features and a final aggregation module is

responsible for classifying the group activity (see Figure 1).

Our experiments show that we outperform previous works

on two publicly available datasets.

2. Related Works

First, we present an overview of the works in action

recognition. Then, some of the key works on group activity

recognition are reviewed.

2.1. Action Recognition

Many of the recent works in action recognition utilize a

two-stream CNN model with input RGB and handcrafted

optical flow features extracted from consecutive frames of a

video [22, 9, 25, 3]. The two-stream approach was first used

in [22] by training a CNN on the single RGB frame to ex-

tract the appearance cues and another CNN on stacked opti-

cal flow fields to consider the temporal information. These

streams are combined using simple fusion methods. Feicht-

enhofer et al. [9] study more complex fusion strategies for

combining the two streams. In [25], Temporal Segment

Network is proposed to model long-range temporal cues

by dividing the video into segments and applying a multi-

stream model on the snippets sampled from these segments.

In a different approach, [3] converts existing 2D CNNs to

the ones with 3D filters to be able to process multiple RGB

frames together. Interestingly, they still find it useful to ap-

ply their model to multiple optical flow fields and fuse the

results with the RGB stream. Some other works use recur-

rent approaches to model the actions in video [8, 18, 19, 17]

or even a single CNN [11]. Donahue et al. [8] propose the

Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Networks model that

combines the CNN features from multiple frames using an

LSTM to recognize actions. In another work [17], VideoL-

STM is developed for action classification and localization.

A spatial attention mechanism is used in this model which

utilizes the motion information from optical flow fields be-

tween frames.

2.2. Group Activity Recognition

Initial approaches for group activity recognition were

based on probabilistic graphical models. [15] models the

person-person and person-group relations in a graphical

model. The optimal graph connectivity and the best set of

individual actions and group activity labels are inferred in

this approach. A joint probabilistic framework is proposed

in [4] for tracking individuals and inferring their group ac-

tivity.

Considering the recent success of deep neural networks

in the field of computer vision, various works studied the

group activity recognition using deep learning. Deng et

al. [7] produces unary potentials using CNN classifiers and

develops a neural network that performs message passing

to refine the initial predictions. In [6], message passing is

performed in a graph with the person and group nodes by a

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). The connections of this

graph are controlled by some gating functions.

Many of the recent deep learning based works on group

activity recognition utilize the power of RNN to model

the activity recognition considering the temporal domain

[13, 20, 24, 26, 21, 2, 16, 12]. The idea of using RNNs for

group activity recognition started with [13] that uses Long

Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks to model individual

persons and pools the representations from them to a spe-

cific LSTM for modeling group activity. In [20], attention

pooling is utilized to give higher importance to key actors.

Person-centered features are introduced in [24] as input to a

hierarchical LSTM. Wang et al. [26] introduce a three-level

model based on person, group and scene representations.

An LSTM models every person similar to previous mod-

els. The output representations of these LSTMS are spatio-

temporally grouped and processed to form the group rep-

resentations which are then used to make scene-level pre-

dictions. In [21], a new energy layer is used instead of the

softmax layer which also considers the p-values of predic-

tions. Bagautdinov et al. [2] introduce an end-to-end frame-

work for joint detection, individual action classification and

group activity recognition. In a different work, authors in

[16] develop a model that recognizes group activity based

on the semantic information in the form of automatically

generated captions. Most recently, Ibrahim et al. [12] pro-

pose a hierarchical relational network to produce represen-

tations based on the relations of persons. Our work has a

similar goal to [12].

3. Proposed Model

The goal of our approach is to improve the group activ-

ity recognition performance by introducing an intermediate

activity-based representation that we call activity map as a

means of extracting the spatial relations between activities

of persons. Along with this representation scheme, a multi-

stage neural network model is proposed for generating an

initial activity map from the input image or video and then

refining it in consequent steps. The final activity map is

used to conduct the higher level reasoning for predicting

the group activity. In the following subsection, we first re-

view the overall outline of the model and then discuss the

important components of the model in more details.
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Figure 2. Overview of our proposed model. Input image or video is processed by a 2D or 3D CNN to produce the preliminary feature

map F which is then used in both activity map prediction and group activity recognition steps. The initial activity map Â1 that contains

individual and group activity maps in a spatial representation is generated by φ. Next, the activity map is refined in multiple stages using

ψt. Finally, the aggregation component ζ combines the information from F and refined activity map ÂT to predict the final group activity

label p̂. LAt
is the Euclidean loss between predicted and ground truth activity maps in stage t and LG is the cross entropy loss for group

activity. The ground truth activity map A is composed of group activity map AG and individual activity map AI .

3.1. Overview

An overview of our model is presented in Figure 2. De-

note X ∈ RK×H×W×C as the input to the CRM where H

and W are the height and width of the input and K and C

are the number of frames and channels, respectively. The

input is compatible with both 3D CNNs on 4-dimensional

input sequences of frames and regular CNNs on the 3-

dimensional RGB single frames after squeezing the first di-

mension when K = 1. A feature map is extracted by a

CNN and spatially resized to H
′ ×W

′

. A 3-dimensional

feature map is used in this work. Therefore, in the case of

using a 3D CNN, the average of feature map from different

time dimensions is calculated to form the input feature map

F ∈ RH
′

×W
′

×D for the remaining parts of the model. D

is the number of filters in the chosen layer of the CNN.

Given the feature map F as input to the CRM, it pro-

duces the activity map Ât ∈ RH
′

×W
′

×N in every stage t

with N = NI + NG where NI and NG are the number of

individual and group activity classes, respectively. These

refinement stages will result in a final refined activity map

ÂT where T is the number of stages. The corrected activity

map ÂT along with the feature map F are given as input to

the aggregation component (ζ) of CRM to make a final de-

cision for the group activity based on the relations between

the activities of all the persons in the scene.

3.2. Activity map

Activity map is defined as a set of 2D fields represent-

ing individual and group activities considering the bound-

ing boxes of persons. This means there is a map for every

individual and group activity in the activity map. Each map

has higher values inside the bounding boxes of persons with

the specific individual action or group activity label. Ac-

tivity map makes it possible for the model to extract the

information from spatial relations between persons. There-

fore, the ground truth activity map A ∈ RH
′

×W
′

×N is gen-

erated as a combination of individual activity map AI ∈
RH

′

×W
′

×NI and group activity map AG ∈ RH
′

×W
′

×NG .

Particularly, a 2D Gaussian probability density function is

used based on the bounding boxes of persons and their in-

dividual and group activities to construct the activity map.

During the training, considering M persons in the input,

the activity map is created by getting the ground truth per-

son bounding boxes B ∈ RM×4, their individual action

classes I ∈ {1, . . . , NI}M , and the group activity class

G ∈ {1, . . . , NG}. For each person m with bounding box

Bm = (x1m, y
1

m, x
2

m, y
2

m), individual action i, and group

activity g, a person specific activity map Am is produced

as:

fm(z) =

1

2π
√
detΣm

exp

(−1

2
(z − µm)

T
Σm

−1 (z − µm)

)

, (1)

µm = (µx
m, µ

y
m), µx

m =
x1m + x2m

2
, µy

m =
y1m + y2m

2
, (2)

Σm =

[

σx
m

2 0
0 σy

m
2

]

, σx
m =

x2m − x1m
4

, σy
m =

y2m − y1m
4

,

(3)

where fm(z) is calculated for every point z in the fields i

and NI + g of the person-specific activity map Am. µm is
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the middle of the bounding box for the person m. Σm is

a covariance matrix calculated for the bounding box based

on the width and height of it. Bounding boxes are along

the vertical and horizontal lines which makes the covariance

matrices diagonal. A bivariate Gaussian map will be created

on the location of the person’s bounding box in the individ-

ual action and group activity fields of the person-specific ac-

tivity map. Each field is separately normalized by dividing

the values by the maximum value in the field. Finally, all the

person-specific activity maps (Ams) are aligned and com-

bined by taking the maximum value for the aligned points

to form the final activity map A. As a result, for a sin-

gle input, persons will have 2D Gaussian maps in various

individual activity fields in the activity map depending on

the individual activity label of each person but in the group

activity map only one of the fields will have 2D Gaussian

maps for all the persons and the other group activity fields

will be zero. At test time, the model will have to produce

the activity map based on the input feature map F . It should

be noted that in the cases where the segmentation masks for

the persons are available, there won’t be a need for the 2D

Gaussian maps and the person segmentation masks can be

a better choice.

3.3. Convolutional Relational Machine

Convolutional Relational Machine has two major parts

of refinement and aggregation. In the refinement part, sim-

ilar to convolutional pose machine [27], the CRM produces

an initial prediction in the first stage and refines it in the

next stages. After refinement, an aggregation component

is responsible to aggregate the information from the whole

scene and the refined activity map to produce the group ac-

tivity label.

3.3.1 Refinement

Given the input feature map F , a function φ works on it to

produce the initial activity map Â1 in the first stage. In the

following step, another function ψ1 works on the combina-

tion of F and Â1 to produce the refined activity map Â2.

The refinement component of the CRM can be written as

follows:

Â1 = φ(F ),

Ât = ψt−1(F ⊕ Ât−1), 1 < t <= T,
(4)

where T is the number of stages and ⊕ shows the concatena-

tion. φ and ψs are made of a series of convolutional layers.

Denote conv(x) as a convolutional layer with kernel size x

and stride 1. φ is composed of three conv(3) followed by

two conv(1). All the ψts have the same layers which is dif-

ferent from the layers in φ. Three conv(7) and two conv(1)
are used to construct the ψt. See the supplementary material

for the details of these layers.

3.3.2 Aggregation

Given the refined activity map ÂT as a rich representation

for spatial relations between activities of persons alongside

the feature map F , the aggregation part aims to aggregate

the information from all the persons to produce a final group

activity label. The group activity is predicted by jointly pro-

cessing the input features and the final activity map as:

p̂ = ζ(F ⊕ ÂT ), (5)

where p̂ ∈ RNG is the predicted probability vector of group

activity classes. ζ uses convolutional and pooling layers on

the concatenation of feature map and activity map to pro-

duce the final group activity predictions. If we denote a

pooling layer with kernel size x and stride 2 as pool(x),
ζ is composed of the sequence of layers conv(7), pool(2),
conv(7), pool(2), conv(7), pool(2), conv(1) followed by a

global average pooling layer. This way the model will be

able to globally extract the cues and predict the group ac-

tivity. It is important for ζ to reason over the feature map

and activity map jointly. If the activity map was the only

input to the ζ, it wouldn’t be able to consider the matching

between visual representations and corresponding activity

map for the goal of recognizing the group activity.

3.3.3 Training

CRM has a multi-task objective. It has to learn to predict the

activity map At for stage t as accurate as possible. More-

over, it needs to produce the correct group activity label.

Having the ground truth activity map A for the individual

and group activities, the loss functions are defined as fol-

lows;

L = wALA + wGLG, (6)

LG = − 1

NG

NG
∑

i=1

p̂ilog (pi) , (7)

LA = LA1
+ LAt

+ · · ·+ LAT
, (8)

LAt
=

H
′

∑

h=1

W
′

∑

w=1

N
∑

n=1

(Ah,w,n
t − Â

h,w,n
t )

2

, (9)

where LA is the total activity map loss, LAt
is the loss for

the activity map of stage t, LG is the group activity loss

and, L is the total multi-task loss of the model. Also, p

denotes the one-hot-encoded group activity label. wA and

wG control the importance of total activity map and group

activity losses, respectively.

To make the model’s job in training the multi-task loss

easier, a two-step training strategy is used. In the first step,

the wG is set to 0. Therefore, the model concentrates on

learning to produce the true activity map. After the first

step, wG and wA are both given nonzero values to let all the
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weights optimize together. As the main goal is to predict

the group activity, wA should be set smaller than wG so that

more emphasis goes for the accurate group activity class

prediction.

4. Experiments

In this section, we present experiments on two of the

most important group activity datasets: Volleyball [13] and

Collective Activity [5]. Comparisons with baselines and

state-of-the-art group activity recognition methods are pro-

vided to show the role of different components of the model

and its superiority over the existing models.

4.1. Datasets

Volleyball Dataset. In this dataset, there are 55 videos

of volleyball matches. A number of short length clips are la-

beled in each video. 39 videos are used for training and the

other 16 videos are used for testing. All the clips are con-

sisted of 41 frames where only the middle frame is labeled

with the bounding boxes and actions of persons along with

the group activity label. Possible individual action labels

are spiking, blocking, setting, jumping, digging, standing,

falling, waiting, and moving. Group activity labels are right

spike, left spike, right set, left set, right pass, left pass, right

winpoint, and left winpoint.

Collective Activity Dataset. This dataset consists of 44

videos with different number of frames in each video. The

number of videos selected for train and test set are 31 and

13, respectively. Every 10th frame of all the videos is la-

beled with the bounding boxes of persons and their indi-

vidual actions. The most frequent individual action label is

considered as the group activity label in the labeled frame.

The possible individual action and group activity labels are

talking, queuing, waiting, crossing, and walking.

4.2. Baselines

We conduct experiments on various baselines to show

the impact of each part of our model. Here, the reported

results are on Volleyball dataset. The evaluated baselines

are as follows.

1. Feature-Map-Only: Only the feature map is fed into

the aggregation component (ζ).

2. Activity-Map-Only: ζ sees the stage 4 activity map

without having access to the feature map.

3. Stage1-Activity-Map: In this baseline, the initial ac-

tivity map extracted by φ without further refinement is

concatenated with the feature map to form the input of

ζ.

4. Stage2-Activity-Map: The concatenation of stage 2

activity map and the feature map is used as the input

of ζ.

5. Stage3-Activity-Map: The same as the previous base-

lines, except that the concatenation of stage 3 activity

map and the feature map is used.

6. Stage4-Activity-Map: Our complete model for single

frame case which is similar to previous three baselines,

but with refined activity map from the output of stage

4.

7. Stage4-Group-Activity-Map: Similar to the previous

baselines without the maps for individual activities.

8. Stage4-Activity-Map-Pool: In this baseline the ag-

gregation component is replaced with a simple pool-

ing mechanism in which the group activity with the

highest sum over the boxes of the persons in the group

activity fields is selected as the final group activity la-

bel.

9. Stage4-Activity-Map-I3D-RGB: In this baseline,

RGB video frames are given to an I3D CNN backbone.

Also, stage 4 refined activity map is used as input to ζ.

10. Stage4-Activity-Map-I3D-Flow: This baseline is

similar to the previous baseline except that a stack of

optical flow fields between the frames is the input of

I3D.

11. Stage4-Activity-Map-I3D-Fusion: This is our final

model for multi-frame input which is the average fu-

sion of the results of two previous baselines.

4.3. Implementation Details

We use Tensorflow [1] to implement our model. Adam

optimizer [14] with different learning rates is used to train

our models. Inception-V3 [23] and I3D [3] are the back-

bone CNN architectures used for the single and multi-frame

cases, respectively. To extract the feature map using the

Inception-V3, the output of the Mixed 7c layer is utilized.

The Mixed 4f layer is the feature map extraction layer for

the I3D. The extracted feature maps of Inception-V3 and

I3D are resized to form a H
′ ×W ′ ×D feature map. Addi-

tional to RGB stream of the I3D, we use stacked optical flow

fields as input to another stream of I3D in the multi-frame

setting and combine the results of group activity probabili-

ties with the RGB I3D stream using simple averaging of the

predictions. We use TVL1 algorithm [28] to compute these

optical flow fields. In the multi-frame scenario, we use the

middle frame, 5 frames before it and 4 frames after it as the

input to the model in both datasets.

Volleyball Dataset. Input frames are resized to 720 ×
1280. We also consider the size of 43 × 78 for the activity

map and therefore resize the feature map to this size. In the

first step of the training, we train the model using wG = 0
and wA = 1 for 10 epochs with the learning rate of 0.00001
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Method Accuracy

Feature-Map-Only 75.99

Activity-Map-Only 82.72

Stage1-Activity-Map 89.82

Stage2-Activity-Map 90.72

Stage3-Activity-Map 90.42

Stage4-Activity-Map 90.80

Stage4-Group-Activity-Map 88.85

Stage4-Activity-Map-Pool 87.80

Stage4-Activity-Map-I3D-RGB 92.07

Stage4-Activity-Map-I3D-Flow 91.47

Stage4-Activity-Map-I3D-Fusion 93.04

Table 1. Various baselines and our final models in the single frame

and multiple frame settings. The volleyball dataset is used in these

experiments.

and another 10 epochs with the decreased learning rate of

0.000001. In the joint training step, the wG = 1 and wA =
0.0001 so that the model concentrates on the group activity

recognition. This time the model is trained with learning

rate 0.00005 for 10 epochs then it is trained for another 10

epochs with the learning rate of 0.000005.

Collective Activity Dataset. Resized images are 240 ×
360 for the RGB inputs and 480 × 720 for the optical flow

fields. The resized feature maps are 30 × 45. For both

modalities, the first step of the training (the first 20 epochs)

is the same as the training procedure for Volleyball dataset

described above. In the second step, the model for opti-

cal flow modality is trained for two consecutive 10 epochs

with the learning rates of 0.00001 and 0.000001, respec-

tively. The Second step of training for the RGB modality

consists of 3 and 2 epochs of training with the learning rates

of 0.00005 and 0.000005, respectively. In the training pro-

cedure of models for both modalities, we set wG = 1 and

wA = 0.001 in the second step.

4.4. Analysis

To fully understand the impact of every module of our

proposed model, different variants of this model listed

above as the baselines are applied to the Volleyball dataset.

The results of all baselines are reported in Table 1. As ex-

pected, Feature-Map-Only baseline has the lowest accuracy

because it does not have access to additional information of

activity map in any form. The Activity-Map-Only baseline

with access to only the activity map performs better than the

Feature-Map-Only showing that the activity map is a richer

representation than the feature map for group activity recog-

nition. However, as shown in the following a combination

of both maps provides much better results.

To consider the joint use of feature and activity map,

we compare the effect of their combination in two settings.

First, we observe that using the stage 1 activity map pro-

duced by φ without further refinement boosts the perfor-

mance of the model from 75.99% in the Feature-Map-Only

model to 89.82%. This shows that even without the re-

finement stages, the presence of the activity map greatly

improves the performance of the proposed model in rec-

ognizing the group activity. This is due to the fact that

in our model ζ learns to aggregate the visual and tem-

poral information from the feature map with the spatial

relations between the activities of persons presented by

the activity map. Second, the stage 1 activity map is re-

fined in multiple consecutive stages. The refinement stages

(ψt) will correct the predictions of φ by applying addi-

tional convolutional layers whose effective receptive fields

increase with t. This enables the model to consider the

spatial information in a larger neighborhood and provide

more accurate activity maps. As the results of Table 1

show, for the case of Volleyball dataset, the performance

of Stage2-Activity-Map has an improvement of 1% com-

pared to Stage1-Activity-Map. The performance of Stage3-

Activity-Map and Stage4-Activity-Map models are at the

same level as that of Stage2-Activity-Map. Although we

use 4 stages, it is also possible to consider only two stages

with the cost of about 0.1% accuracy in the cases where the

computational efficiency is important.

Labeling individual actions for every person in a scene

is a time consuming task and it may not be available in

every dataset. Therefore, in the Stage4-Group-Activity-

Map baseline, we evaluate the performance of our model

by constructing the activity map using only the group activ-

ity fields. Achieving an accuracy of 88.85% shows that the

activity map representation still offers valuable information

even without the individual activities. However, the inclu-

sion of individual activities in Stage4-Activity-Map model

shows 2% improvement of accuracy compared to Stage4-

Group-Activity-Map.

It is possible to extract group activities from the activ-

ity map without using the aggregation component ζ. In the

Stage4-Activity-Map-Pool baseline, to infer the group ac-

tivity label, sum of the values inside the location of bound-

ing boxes of all persons are calculated for all the group ac-

tivity fields inside the activity map. This results in scores

for each group activity class and the class with the highest

score is chosen as the final prediction. The accuracy of this

baseline is 87.80% which is lower than the complete model

with the aggregation part ζ. Without the ζ model is not

able to do a global aggregation on the scene features and

the activities that are happening in it. Therefore, it is neces-

sary to have another reasoning component over the activity

map to be able to make robust predictions. It is possible to

extract individual activities from the activity map in a sim-

ilar approach to Stage4-Activity-Map-Pool. After inferring

individual activities in this way, an accuracy of 78.59% is

achieved. Better performance can be accomplished by in-
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troducing individual aggregation components for activities

of persons but it is not the focus of our work.

Temporal information is very important in activity recog-

nition. The I3D CNN is able to extract some of this infor-

mation. Changing the backbone to I3D CNN with multiple

frames as input in Stage4-Activity-Map-I3D-RGB leads to

a better model with 92.07% accuracy. The motion feature

is a special kind of temporal information. 3D CNNs can

also work on stacked optical flow fields to extract motion

specific information. Stage4-Activity-Map-I3D-Flow is an-

other baseline model in which I3D is applied to the optical

flow fields instead of the RGB frames leading to an accu-

racy of 91.47%. Predictions of stacked RGB and optical

flow models can be fused to make a stronger model (Stage4-

Activity-Map-I3D-Fusion). Here, we simply take the aver-

age of predicted probabilities by the models to produce the

final probability vectors. The accuracy of the fused model is

93.04% which shows the positive effect of the fusion step.

To analyze the impact of the refinement stages, the losses

of different stages on the test data during different epochs

of training for the I3D with RGB inputs are shown in the

Figure 3. During the first step of the training where the

model is only concentrated on the task of minimizing the

activity map loss, each stage decreases the loss and makes

a better activity map. However, in the second step of the

training starting from the 21st epoch, the losses of all stages

are better than the first stage activity map but due to the dif-

ficulties of the model in minimizing two losses related to

activity map and the group activity, the behaviour of losses

become less stable. However, it is guaranteed that the stage

2, 3 and 4 losses are better than stage 1 but there may be

small unexpected differences between the losses of refine-

ment stages. The small value of wA is one of the reasons

for this minor problem because less importance is given to

the accurate activity map prediction and the focus is on pre-

dicting the group activity. Therefore, the gradients of ζ can

be harmful to the task of activity map prediction. The gra-

dient flow from ζ to the refinement stages can have larger

impacts on the final stages. This effect is slightly reduced

by reaching the earlier stages. This explains why the losses

in the middle stages got closer to the stage 4 loss. This

problem is inevitable and it can happen with less or more

stages. Here, the ultimate goal is to predict group activity

labels as accurately as possible and after the first stage, the

small inconsistencies can be ignored.

A visualization of the generated activity map in differ-

ent stages is provided in Figure 4. There are noticeable er-

rors in the first stage of both individual and group activity

fields in the activity map. Starting from the second stage,

the effect of the refinement stages is visible. For example,

the model in the first stage considers wrong group activi-

ties for two persons but the refinement stages are able to

fix these errors after observing the predictions made for the
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Figure 3. Activity map losses of stages 1 to 4 during the two-step

training procedure for the Stage4-Activity-Map-I3D-RGB base-

line.

other neighbouring persons. Both the individual and group

activity fields are visible to the refinement stages in a spe-

cific local area based on the receptive fields of the layers

which helps them refine the predictions based on the other

local predictions.

4.5. Comparison to the State of the Art

Volleyball Dataset. The results of our model in both

multi-frame and single frame cases are compared with other

methods in the Table 2. Not only does the single frame

CRM outperform previous approaches in the single frame

case by a large margin but also achieves better results than

the temporal versions of those approaches. In the single

frame scenario, CRM is about 2.5% better than [12]. Al-

though their model includes the relational information be-

tween the individuals, it doesn’t use all the information in

spatial relations including the spatial location of individu-

als relative to each other. Therefore, our model is able to

outperform it. Considering the accuracy of 93.04% for the

temporal version of our model, a significant improvement

of about 2.4% is achieved compared to the previous best

performing model of [2] (about 26% of possible improve-

ment to achieve 100% accuracy). In [2], the group activity

representation is generated by a simple pooling strategy dis-

regarding most of the relational cues. However, our model

tries to extract all the relational information in the scene.

Collective Activity Dataset. For Collective Activity

dataset, group activity performance of the CRM is evalu-

ated in two different settings. First, the Multi-class Clas-

sification Accuracy (MCA) of our model on the Collective

Activity dataset is compared with other approaches in the

Table 3. As the reported results of this table show, the

proposed model has competitive results with the best per-

forming methods of [21] and [16] and outperforms other

approaches. Although the [21] is about 1.5% better than our
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Ground TruthStage 4Stage 3Stage 2Stage 1

Figure 4. Samples of the generated activity map in different refinement stages. Top row includes the combined individual activity map with

different colors for each individual activity class (9 distinct colors). Also, the separated group activity map is visualized in the bottom row

considering different colors for the group activity classes. Similar colors in the top and bottom row do not represent the same class. Best

viewed in color.

Method Multiple Frames Single Frame

HDTM [13] 81.90 -

CERN [21] 83.30 -

Social Scene [2] 90.60 83.80

HRN [12] 89.50 88.30

CRM 93.04 90.80

Table 2. Comparison of our results with those of the state-of-the-

art methods in multiple or single frame cases.

model in Collective Activity dataset, it falls far behind CRM

on Volleyball dataset with about 10%. Walking and Cross-

ing activities in the Collective Activity dataset are simply

the same activities performed at different locations. There-

fore, similar to [26], we combine their predictions into the

new activity of Moving. The Mean per Class Accuracy

(MPCA) for the new setting is reported in Table 4. The con-

fusion matrix is needed for calculating the MPCA for the

new 4 classes. Therefore, due to the lack of confusion ma-

trix in [21], we couldn’t report their results in this part. Ac-

cording to the results, CRM outperforms other approaches

including [16] in this setting considering the MPCA as the

evaluation metric. It is due to the fact that most of its in-

correct predictions were because of the natural confusion

between Walking and Crossing activities. Therefore, it is

evident that CRM is able to achieve notable performance in

Collective Activity dataset.

5. Conclusions

We propose a Convolutional Relational Machine for

group activity recognition by extracting the relationships

between persons. We show that the activity map is a useful

representation that effectively encodes the spatial relations.

We also show that an aggregation method is necessary for

the refined activity map to produce reliable group activity

Method Accuracy

[4] 80.40

[10] 83.40

[15] 79.70

HDTM [13] 81.50

SBGAR [16] 86.10

CERN [21] 87.20

CRM-RGB 83.41

CRM-Flow 85.44

CRM 85.75

Table 3. Comparison of the MCA of CRM with the other ap-

proaches on Collective Activity dataset.

Method M W Q T MPCA

[4] 90.0 82.9 95.4 94.9 90.8

[10] 87.0 75.0 92.0 99.0 88.3

[15] 92.0 69.0 76.0 99.0 84.0

HDTM [13] 95.9 66.4 96.8 99.5 89.7

SBGAR [16] 90.8 81.4 99.2 84.6 89.0

[26] 94.4 63.6 100.0 99.5 89.4

CRM 91.7 86.3 100.0 98.91 94.2

Table 4. The mean per class accuracies (MPCA) and per class ac-

curacies of our model in comparison to other methods on Collec-

tive Activity dataset. M, W, Q, T are the abbreviations for Moving,

Waiting, Queuing, and Talking, respectively.

labels. Future work can adapt this model to extract the spa-

tial relations in person-object scenarios.
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